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STUDENT NEWSPAPER OF TBENATIONAL LAW CENTER
THE GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
August 25,' 1980
Pr~gress'oward
New Facilities
a
'.". ,
The. building program develop-
edby the Space Needs Comlllittee
The prospect of new facilities is the result of a combination of
for the National Law Center pick- all .requests from students.
ed up momentum this summer as faculty, and administration. It re-
the program. describing the pre- presents a statement of the maxi-
sent facilities and future needs of mum space needs of the National
the law school was sent to the Law Center and will be used by
architects who will develop tenta- the architects to develop an ex-
tive plans. The architectural firm pansion plan tailored to the NLC.
of Keyes, Condon, Florance was This summer, the architectural'
chosen to work on .the initial firm and a subcommittee of the
drawings by the Board' of Trus- Space Needs Committee' plus
tees from a list of three candidates Dean Barron met with consul-
submitted to the Board by the tants- from other law schools to ,.
Space Needs Committee of the critique the program. Lawlibrar- .:
NLC. The Space Needs Commit- ians and other· experts froni
tee is composed' of Dean Potts, Washington and Lee Law School,
/ Professors Nash" Rothschild, NYU, and the University of Den- .
Stevenson, and Weston and stu- vel' Law School graciously' con-
dents Ross Altman and Bruce' sented to assist in the 'process.
Barth., Each of these schools hasrecently
The Space Needs' Committee, built new facilities on their, Will/Bacon beburiecJ?
which. also developed the building campus, and their representatives
program, had interviewed 11 were able to offer constructive ad- going' to be a patchwork type. of good. at real estate transactlons.. Professor. Rothschild that work
architects beforenarrowmgthe vise on future problems. ': project~ .,It .wiDebe a subs~tially- butyeu have to do it their way.!· would begin in the spring of 1981. .
choice to three. Each of the firms Professor Rothschild. chair-' new facility and will be one of the--- Rothschild feel that the Univer- According to Professor Nash,.if
finally considered are nationally man of the Committee. feels that best rin die city." Rothschild shy is interested in doing things ground is broken by spring of
known and award winning archi- the program represents a realistic thinks that work should begin by carefully and thoughtfully, and 1982. that would be "lucky." He
tects,. The final choice was made approach to the needs of the spring of 1981.' r although the University is slow, it feels that the study that is now
considering both the technical andschoot He anticipates that most According to Professor Roths- is dedicated to the need for new being done by the architects is
engineering 'capabilities of the of the suggestions will be lncor- child there is a lot of distrust of facilities. part of a very important process
firm and aptitude for aesthetic de- porated in a final plan. Roths- the University that needs to be Professor Nash, who is also on that should not be rushed. The
sign. .' . child emphasized,"This is not . dispelled. "The University is very the Committee disagreed with.' . (Continued of Page 9)"
by Will Scbladt
Spring ExamMarredBy Mix-Up·..- . -.. \" - .
by WUIScbladt Profess~rFink to ask him abO~t grades were only slightly higher First, there were the people who,
. Some of the studentS· in one of the exam questions. Upon thannormaJ. The professor was knew thatthe exam was the same
Prof~sor Fink's Federal Jurisdic- .' seeinjhis' exambi the students" able to determine the statistical that morning. Second. there wert
tion class last spring had an extra hand, the astonished professor .difference because he utilizes a .those who had not looked at the
edge in taking the exam; Those asked wherethe.-student had' highly sophisticatedcomputtr exam and therefore did not know
who had .gone to the trouble of acquired the test. 1'bestudent· system to grade his objective at all. Third, there were those
checking the exam me on the> replied that he had copied the .exams .. The statistic8J data people 'like herself 'who had
third floor of the library un- exam from the library me. . . showed no evidence that the exam studied the exam on me but did
wittingly found the aetualexam. Soon. thereafter, ,"Professor had been'. studied~Questions not find out that the exam would
.In an incident which Dean Barron Fink contacted Dean Potts to nnssed correlated closely with be the same uiltilflipping over the
termed Uregrettable:·theQffice diScuss what alternatives were, pastexaJllS, according to Dean ".estat 1 p.m. .
in charge of exam security un4~ .available. Three pOssibilities were Potts~ProfessorFinkwas not' Although Ms. Edelman did'
Mrs. Evelyn Porter had sentJ~ . considered. First. the exam'could available for comment. . .
the library file a copy of the exam have been rescheduled for another Dean Potts indicated that there
which Professor Fink had given in ;time in order for Prot Fink to were no complaints about the way
the fall ofl979. compose a new exam. This option in which the crisis was handled.
Neither Mrs. Porter nor her. was .rejected because of the ,..'Some students were upset over the
supervisor Dean Potts was aware possible' hardships .this might incident.and wished that they had
that the exam for the faIl would cause" graduating' seniors and looked at the me. Potts felt that
be~ed again in the' spring. students working" on a tight the effect on grades were minimal
Pl'ofessor" Fink. a visiting schedule.. since the exam file was available
professor froUl Ohio State Law' A second alternative considered to everyone,and anyone who had
School, was unaware until shortly .was to give the exani and grade all seen· the exam would have
before the test that his exam had the students on a credit/no credit assumed it to be an old exam.
been on me ail semester. The basis. Some students probably There has - been some
visiting professor did not know of would have been dissatisfied discrepancy over the time in
the policy of the school in sending because their efforts in the course which Professor Fink discovered
exams to the me. would not be reflected in the the mix-up. Law Review editor
Dean Potts stated that he takes grade. Dean Potts, who has final Sandra Edelman stated' that a
full responsibity for the mix-up. authority on grading policy, number of students knew at 9 or
He said, "It is no excuse to say decided that the only viable' 10 a.m. the day of the exam. The
that it only happened once. Once option. <Xl such short notice was to Federal Jurisdiction exam was
is enough." <~ ignore the incident, administer scheduled to begin at 1 p.m.
According to Dean Potts, the exam, and hope for the best. According to Ms. Edelman,
approximately 45 mi'nutes before After ~grading the exam, there were three classes of
the exam, a student approached Professor Fink found that the students' that took, the exam.
verYwellonth~ test, she Ielt that
those who had· not seen theexam
ahead. of .time .had '.been shafted;
,Those people would be bottomed
out of the curve; "SoD1epeople
get nervous abOut looking at old
exams, and they are the ones who
'lost out." .
When asked whether he .had
considered delaying the exam an ,
. .
, (Continued on Page 2r .
Ex-Editor Sues
School for,l.I,Mill •..
.. In its September 12.1979 issue. Washington University. as co-
The Advocate reported on an ·defendants. The· facts of the case
unfortunate incident between a' ,as known to The Advocate were
door guard at the law library and reported in full in the September
a National Law Center student. '12th article. No new facts have
In the article. The Advocate :been revealed to the Advocate,
reported that a lawsuit would, nor. were any revealed in the com-
soon be med by the student invol- ,plaint. Briefly; what allegedly
ved. The student has now grad- ,Occurred is as follows: Dembrow
uated, and has filed a lawsuit in was denied admission to the law
D.C. Superior Court. library on August 4, 1979, be-
On July 30, J98Q. Dana Dem-cause he did not have a cUrrent
brow. a former Editor- in-chid of :registration card. The result of
The Advocate, med a civil com- this denial was a shoving match
plaint against Clarlester Williams ,between Dembrow and Williams
(the door guard) and The George- (Continuedon Page 10)
Paae two'
editoral
Exam Policy
The snafu over Professor Fink's Federal Jurisdiction exam should
not be shrouded by the philosophical schism between subjective and
objective exams. The issue is not objective exams, but the process of
administration of exams at the National Law Center. Certainly
Professor Fink cannot be faulted for not knowing that exams are
automatically sent to the library file. The future of the library exam
file depends ultimately on how _the administration and faculty
resolve the pressing questions raised by-the spring exam mix-up ".
The problem is not limited to the scenario presented last sp~mg.
While we would prefer to think that none of our students would
steal an' exam, that possibility is not beyond the realm of the
imagination. More likely, there may come a day when an exam doc:s
not arrive from the printer in time. This school should have a conti-
gency plan that would effectively deal with a problem such as the
one encountered last spring.
Dean Potts has stated that he does not intend to develop a con-
tingency plan. He merely intends to monitor the filing process more
closely. Potts feels that the minimal chance of a similar incident
occuring does not warrant the need to develop a policy to handle the
situation. .'
This callous attitude fails to recognize the significance of the
incident last spring. While statistically the exam may not have varied
significantly from the norm, many students suffered a grave in-
justice, Those who had not seen the exam took the test at a signi-
ficant disadvantage. Those who worked on the exam in a study
group were being tested on the' ability of the group to answer the
questions and not their individual understanding of the course
material. Even persons who did not take the course were affected by
increased grade point averages pushing others up in class rank.
Dean Potts stated that his personal solution to the problem for the
courses he teaches will be to exclude all his exams from the file. By
not filing old exams, he will be prepared with a back-up exam in the:
event of another mishap. This is not the kind of solution we need.
Students need the reassurance that comes from working through a
professor's old exams. With the present policy of hinging the entire
grade on one exam, 'the student needs to gauge the way in which a
professor Will approach the course. The exam file provides a means
of taking a practice exam in preparation for the final. \
One solution would be for professors to have two exams prepared
for each course. Although some professors may find this to be a
tremendous hardship, a simple means of assuring that there would
be a back-up exam is to prepare one exam to be used only in case of
an emergency. The professor could keep this exam on file or rotate
the exam with a new exam each semester. Using this method, a
Iprofessor need only prepare one exam each semester.
- Minimally, professors should be required to proctor their exams. '
Dean Potts is correct in asserting that the professor is the only one :
who can make a decision con,cerning his own exam. If a problem "I'
does occur, the professor must be there to find a solution.
Students should not be the innocent victims of an absence of I
policy. The administration and facuIty must develop a cohesive I
system to anticipate and resolve similar exam problems. I
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Reflections on rear One
, .' and their glasses. Cites, treatises, the Blue BOok
by Bob Schlossberg hairs, ~r~~iP~~Sthis and rub that; Shephards's etc. And it is tough
f I They .g g ratch that. Getting to make a non-law student, non.
Registration: 3,000 cards, ~,OOO note ~Isdand:c ote itself to con. lawyer understand.
rooms 1 000 books and 4 the min to ev '.
, course;. H~w to discover the GW centrate o~ one thin~ at an~m::;
campus while carrying 100 To memonze, to un ersta '.
pounds of books. Bacon-,St9ctc- integrate,':o ~ollate. ~~:k ~,md
ton-Burns Library- wanders: Let s take a . •
'''The thirdfloor of Stockton Discipline and somethmg about
, is really the/ourth floor of the Devil's playgroun~ w.ere
Bacon and-you cango across truisms repeated to th~m an child-
from Stockton to the library hood, implemented an college,
on the second floor. Got struggled for in grad school.
thati" Their friends, they say., are hap-
"So, theyareall connected- pier: 9 to S, an income, freedom
isn't that great, you don't on weekends. They on the other
have to brave the bad hand simply study or find an ex-
weather." cuse not to-a continuing obliga-
"Isn't that horrible-you tion that colors all else. '
never have to see the light of
• day."
First crisis: the inscrutible seating
chart. Turn it upside down, write
backwards, and then of course the
first seat in the last row is actually
the last seat in the first row--
from the professor's perspective
that is. A parable: if you could
only do the first year from the
professor's. perspective.
II '
The Library:
"What do you mean that the
basement has three floors
and thefirst floor has two, if
a mezzanine can be con-
sidered a floor? Is the same
guy who was responsiblefor
the third floor of Stockton
being the fourth floor of
Bacon responsiblefor this?"
"Not exactly."
In the library they play with their
-III
No it's not Harvard. Np p,!~er
Chase. No One L. Yes it is law
school. "Learning a new lan-
guage." "It gets easier after the
first year."
"Later in the semester it all comes
together." "Try to take a least
one night off a week." "Don't be
intimidated." "The first year is
the hardest." "I never briefed a
case after my first year." And so
on. One of, the most commonly
written and talked about years of
a lawyer's life. Myth, fantasy, fic-
tion-all rolled into one. The.
facts are: it is school; it is more
work than college; you can't
understand it until you experience
it.
It gets in your blood, your bones
and under your skin. You talk
about it too much. You think of
Jargon, Mumbo jumbo, abraca-
dabra and Latin. Those who had
the compulsory one or two years
of Latin along the way are not
much better off.
The alphabet rules your social
life. Eighty people grouped to-
gether for a year because their
surnames congregate at the same
part of the alphabet. "I don't
know her, her last name must
begin with ... " It does bring a
sense of cohesiveness. A slightly
"us" and "them" mentality. Or
more like a mutual high hurdle
race.
You have to learn to walk before
you can run. "Learning to think
like a lawyer." "Molding
(distorting?) your mind. Have it
their way. Things as a matter of
law not fact. How do the courts
see things? Volumes of ideas and
opinions. "My opinion is better
than 'yours because 1 can find
more respected people who think
that way."
A sense of paternalism. Leave it
to wise old men. Cardozo,
Holmes, Brandeis etc. Before you
came to law school they sounded
like Gods. Now they only seem
like demons.
You are making progress.
Spring Exam Mix-Up
(Continued from Page-I)
hour or more to give Professor
. Fink time to put together a few
essay questions,Dean Potts said that
this was-not considered a viable
alternative. Potts indicated that
Professors take great pains to
develop questions on exams that
will both ellcite information that
covers the entire course and willI
be capable of distinguishing the
good students from the bad. This
'process is not one that can be
done within a few hours, ac-
cording to Dean Potts.
In the future, Dean Potts plans
to monitor the handling of exams
more carefully. Objective exams
will not be sent automatically to
the library. Mrs:' Porter and her
,office is now more aware of
potential problems.
However, Potts has not decided
to develop any contingency plans
in case this situation or something
similar were to happen in the
future. Exam security is presently
tight, and Dean Potts feels that
there is noneed to develop further
safeguards. "To have professors
draw up two exams to cover this
possibility would not be practical
considering how frequent this
situation occurs. '.'
- Dean Potts stated that what'
frosted him, most was that
professors are not required to be
present to procter their exam..
Paid pr~~ers can not answer a
-question about the exam if their
.is a misprint or other problem.
Exams are delivered shortly
before the set-time. If an exam
did not arrive from the printer,
then Dean Potts could go to the
professor .and possibly find a
back-up exam. Without the
professor, his hands are tied.
As a result of the mix-up. Dean
Potts said that he personally wi,1I
not file his exam anymore. This
will allow him to have a back-UP
in the event that a problem should
occur.
The Advocate regrets that we
were not able to contact Professor
Fink for comment on the story.
The professor will be Invited ~o
make a statement for printmg m
the next issue •
New Placement Service
A ne'\.\'type of clerkship pro-
gram, is being unveiled this Fall.
Known, as Law Clerk Tempo-'
raries, this service is designed to
'provide student research to law-:
yers on' .an emergency basis or
where a full time clerk is uneco-
nomical,while availing students
of the opportunity to work in
numerous firms throughout t~
school year.
Earning the same as a full time
clerk, the student will gain exper-
ience in every type of practice
with firms of all sizes. For the
first tit!e on an organized basis, a
stude!1t will have the advantage of
wor~mg closely with many pros,
pective employers, giving both the
a~torney and the potential asso-
ciate the chance to evaluate the
pr?spect of a long term relation-
ship.
. In!tial reaction from law firms
IS said to be very favorable. It is
expected that some rethinking on
the part of the firms will be
caused by this new approach to
law clerks. The ability to obtain a
cle~k on short notice for a limited
assignment will undoubtedly
create additional demand. At the
same time, the flexibility provided
by temporary placement services
will now enable more students to
engage in clerking situations while
maintaining a normal class, study
and social schedule.
As the program gets underway,
only students from George Wash-
ington, Catholic and Georgetown
law schools will be invited to par-
ticipate. It is anticipated that
eventually all local schools will be
involved. Further information on
Law Clerk Temporaries is avail-
able in the Placement Office or
can be obtained by calling (202)
296-8882.
come check us out at our first
Rush meeting next week and dis-
cover what Phi Delta Phi can
mean to you!
Kimberly Bloodworth
Historian
Page three
Mo-Peders Beware
byp",.~,~kground Books .
An incoming law student school. They provide an invalu- scious .and ~nconscio~s processes
usually faces a number of prob- able background-so painles~ly by wh~ch a Judge decides ~ case,
lems the least of which is learning that you will almost not realize including the factors which he
the r~les of the many cases he or that you are actually learning any- weights! a~d. the balanc~ng .of
she [hereinafter understood] thing. They will also give you a compet.mg mterests. An ~nvalu-
reads. The purpose of law school more realistic perspective ,on able aid for anyone t~ymg to
is not so much to teach the stu- many areas of legal practice, and understa.n~ legal reasoning an_d
dent the rules of law (which are raise many of the issues that you legal opimons; for example, law
far too numerous an-l constantly as a law student should be con- students. '
changing) but' to teach him to cerned with. GIDEON'~ TRU,MPETby An-
think like a lawyer. Thus the Below is a partial list of such thony LeWIS, VI?tage Books
FIRST major problem is to de- books, complete with capsule (Random House ~IV.). A warm
velop a new method of thinking descriptions, in the order in which and very pers~n~lz~ acc~unt of
and of analysis in a short period I suggest you read them. I would how a petty criminal s.belief that
f ti e strongly suggest that you pur- anyone accused of en me shouldo ime, , b . I d I if hSECONDLY, many concepts chase those which sound inter- e entit e to a awyer, even I e
essential to your understanding of esting to you, put them on your cannot afford. o~e, became a
the cases you will read-e.g., night table (and/or next to the land~ark constltutlOn~1 case. The
basic civil procedure, the' role of John) and begin to enjoy the law. book includes a look into t~e Su-
the judge and jury, the appellate THE NATURE OF THE preme Court, a large ~ash~n~ton
process, effective advocacy-are JUDICIAL PROCESS by ~en- law firm, and the entire criminal
usually discussed only peripher- jamin N. Cardozo, Yale Univer- law process. .
ally as an adjunct to the subs tan- sity Press. One of the most fam- THE LA WYERS by Martin
tive rules of law. ous judges-and one first-year Maye~, Dell Pub. C~. (may be out
THIRDLY, many law students students encounter frequently- o~ ~mnt). A. sea;chmg and very
become so involved in legal minu- describes in simple and at times critical exammat~on of the whole
tiae that they fail to understand almost poetic language the con- (Continued on Page 8)
how legal systems actually work
(e.g., that getting to a jury with a
severely injured and sympathetic
plaintiff is far more important
than a dozen favorable appellate
court decisions; that the over-
whelming majority of criminal
cases depend not on the law or
even the facts but upon plea bar-
gaining, etc.), FINALLY, law
students frequently fail to per-
ceive-much less to consider-
many really significant under-
lying issues: e.g., what functions
are served by particular areas of
the legal system such as criminal
law or torts; how well these func-
tions actually are performed by
-the existing systems; and what
should be the role and the respon-
sibilities of the lawyer in this pro-
cess.
Fortunately, one can go a long
way towards meeting these ~nd
other problems very easily,
inexpensively, and even plea-
surably, simply by substituting
for your normal light reading diet
a number of paperback books.
All of these books relate to the
law but all of them are also
enj~yable light reading and .far
more interesting than. anythmg
you will be required to read in law
by William Scbladt
If you're thinking of beating
. the .energy crunch this year by
buying ~ gas-saving mo-ped, be
sure to mvestigate the licensing
and registration laws in the juris-
diction you plan to be riding.
Most states regulate the size of the
engine that can be classified as a
mo-ped. Some states require a
mo-ped rider to carry a motor-
cycle license. However, the most
confusing and frustrating regula-
tion by the various jurisdictions
has been the requirement of title
and tags. .
Virginia residents are required
to register a mo-ped as a motor-
cycle if the engine exceedS2~
horsepower and the bike is capa-
ble of going faster than 20 miles
per hour. A mo-ped which meets
these requirements must pass in-
spection and have tags. The rider
must carry a motorcycle drivers li-
cense. Mo-peds which fall below
the standard are not required to
be registered; however, the driver
must have a drivers license.
The District of Columbia re- 1157, 302 C Street N.W. and
quires that all mo-peds carry register .your mo-ped in the Dis-
registered tags. Maryland requires trict. This might involve some
only that mo-peds be registered as little white lies. Since the District
a bicycle. Maryland does not issue only registers vehicles belonging
tags for mo-peds. This may cause to District residents, you might
some frustration when you con- have to say that you are a District
sider living in Maryland and com- resident. Give either your work
muting to D.C. address or your home address and
Different departments of the simply list it as being within D.C.
D.C. government seem not to Suburban mail will usually be de-
have coordinated their policy livered despite the District address
towards mo-peds. The Depart- . so long as the zip code is correct.
ment of Transportation will tell You must give an address
that all that is required is that you where you will recieve mail since
- -register your mo-ped according to permanent tags are sent in the
the jurisdiction inwhich you live. ..mail.Don't be surprised, however, if
: one day you are speeding along to The other option is to ride with-
work' and a D.C. police officer out tags for the District and risk
stops You and gives you a ticket an occasional 'hassle with the po-
for operating an unregistered lice. If the police decide to im-
vehicle. The officer may even . pound your bike, scream that they
threaten to impound your trusty lare violating your constitutional
, transportation. . .rights'under the 'good faith and credit'
When faced with this dilemma, or the "privileges and immunities
you have two options to consider. " clause. Maybe you will get the
You may go down to the Depart- chance to litigate prose a land
ment of Transportation, Room mark decision.
Phi Delta Phi Activities
The members of Phi Delta Phi
would like to welcome all of the
students at the National Law Cen-
ter, especially the first-year class,
and we hope that you enjoyed
your summer and are ready to
begin classes this Fall. The offi-
cers of the legal fraternity met
several times this summer to plan
some of the activities for the Fall.
1980 Fall Rush will begin during
. the first two weeks of class, with
Initiation to follow on September
25. Among the judges who will
bench at the ceremony are: Judge,
Mencher, Judge Robb, Judge
Nunzio, and Judge Gasch.
As usual, Phi Delta Phi plans
to be busy this Fall, offering its
members a chance to hear and to
meet with some of the nation's
foremost legal scholars and per-
sonalities, as well as giving its
members and their guests a
chance to socialize and relax at
one of their "Social Hours" or
covered dish supper. If you are
not a member but would like to
find out more about the most
active legal fraternity aro~!1d:
lltant 1i <!turner
by Dean Jerome Barron
What's ahead for 1980-81? Two things: new buildings and new
people. In June of this year, architects for our building expansion
program, the Washington firm of Keyes, Condon and Florance, were
·retained by the University. They have been busy gathering information
·during the summer to help them in their designs for the new facilities"
At the same time, we welcome four new full-time faculty this year. 1
Roger Schechter, who comes to us from one of the "big" firms in
New York, will be teaching Antitrust, Unfair Trade, Evidence, ~nd
Regulated Industries. He will also be working with Professor Weston
on new teaching materials. His addition will add youth and strength to
an antiturst department that has always been distinguished, starting!
with the founder of the department, Professor S. Chesterfield op4
penheim, known to hundreds of members of the antitrust bar a.
·"Oppie"; and including in more recent years the Oppenheim Professor
of Antitrust Law, Glen Weston, and our former Associate Dean
!Wallace Kirkpatrick.
We also welcome Peter Raven-Hansen. Peter comes to us from la
, "big" Washington law firm. He has taught a part-time course with us,
'Economic Theory for Lawyers. Those students who took it have
reported that they benefited greatly from it. Peter will be teaching two
sections of Administrative Law, Civil Procedure, and an Economic
"Theory for Lawyers course. Peter took a graduate year in Economics,
This, plus his background in administrative litigation, makes him
especially valuable to our Administrative Law and Economic
·Regulation Program. /
I We have been fortunate to have two visiting professors accept our
'invitation to join us this academic year. Frances Francis comes to us
from a Washington law firm in which she was a partner. Frances has an
extensive background in energy litigation. She has been a Ford Fellow
in the natural resources area. She has a Master's degree in the Public
Administration field in addition to her law degree, and brings great
'practical experience, plus a sound theoretical background to her
courses in Federal Jurisdiction and Civil Procedure. / '
Finally, Ken Guido, most recently General Counsel of Common
Cause, will be teaching Individual Rights' and Liberties, Civil
Procedure, and two sections of Constitutional Law during the coming
academic year. Ken has prior teaching experience. He served for four
years on the law faculty of the University of Kentucky and had served a
number of years on the staff of Common Cause. He represented
Common Cause before the United States Court of Appeals in the now
celebrated case, Buckley v. Valeo, which tested the constitutional
validity of the Federal Election Campaign' Act of 1971. Ken's
background in constitutional litigation makes him particularly well
suited for the courses he will be teaching with us this year.
Another development that was planned for last year that will mature
into reality this year will be the advent of Professor Teresa Schwartz on
the administrative scene. Professor Schwartz is on sabbatical this
semester, but beginning with the spring semester of this academic year
she will assume her duties as Associate Dean for Student Relations. In
that office, she will direct a substantial part of her energies to student
counseling and to the extracurricular intellectual life of this school.
The entering class promises to be just about the right size. The size of
the entering' class suggests that life in the sections this year will be
pleasant! The quality of the class is exceptionally high. The Law Center
remains very competitive as far as admissions are concerned. This year,
5500 students applied for roughly 350 spaces in the first year day class
and 110 in the evening. The previous' year, 5000 had applied. The
Placement Office, under the direction of Lynn Hiner, is in gear to serve
the placement needs of students for. part-time employment during their
matriculation as students' and for full-time employment upon
graduation. .
New buildings and new faculty promise significant changes ahead for
the National LawCenter during the years ahead. For many years, we
had been a very stable institution with very little in the way of faculty
turn-over. As a result of the faculty additions this year, and in the light
of the additions that have been made during the past few years, almost
250/0of the present full-time faculty is new since 1975. As long as an
institution is able to retain a basic nucleus of able teachers and scholars
to give it continuity, an infusion of new people with new ideas is
particularly welcome.
First Year Volleyhall
/.J
"
How can first year law students
meet their comrades in other sec-
tions, learn whether law review
staffers are as adept 'on the ath-
letic field as in the library, and .
'take on the faculty in a game at "J "('-A
which they have a chance of win-
ning? The answer to all of these'
questions is to participate in the ' VI
second annual Get-To-Know-
Them First Year Law School
Volleyball Tournament and com-
pete for the coveted golden spike.
Skill, at least in volleyball, is
not a prerequisite, although skill
at the beer drinking which accom-
panies the games is valuable. Only
against each other, and the best
team will have the opportunity to
challenge the Law Review, the
Student Bar Association, and a
special faculty volleyball team.
All games will be played on the
grass directly behind the law
school starting at 3:30 PM and,
weather permitting, will begin
Monday September 8. .
An important organizational
meeting will be held in Bacon
Hall Room 402 on-Tuesday Sep-
tember 2 at 3:30 PM. Each sec-
tion must send ale mers' captain
and one womens' captain to this
meeting.
six people can play at one time for
each team, but teams get extra
points for each substitution. So
the more people who show up to
play for each section, the !D0re
points the section gets!
First year sections will compete
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Supreme Court Reverses Richmond Newspapers
'. NEW AND USED LAW BOOKS
by Will Schladt closure orders in the last year. But
The Supreme Court executed a reporters and other First Amend.
perfect double somersault this ment freedom-fighters would be
summer in a "clarification" of well advised to refrain from coo-
the controversial trial closure ing and sighing over the death of-
case, Gannet v. DePasquale, 99 S. Gannett until trial judges have
Ct 2898 (1979). In a case decided been given a chance to reassess
on July 2, 1980, the Court rever- that decision in light of the Rich-
sed, in principle, its earlier deci- mond Newspapers case.
sion in Gannett by stating "the Chief Justice Burger was
right to attend criminal trials is' careful to emphasize that this new
implicit in the guarantees of the decision was not a reversal of
First Amendment ... " Exactly Gannett, but merely a clarifi-
\;~meyear earlier to the day, Justi~e cation. Members of the Supreme
\Stewart had stated: "The Consti- Court would hardly be willing to
'tution nowhere mentions any admit that an issue of such major
right of access to a criminal trial importance is subject to the
on the part of the public; its whims of the Court. The image of
guarantee, like the others euumer- annual shifting on legal principles
ated, is personal to the accused." is one not desired by the Court be-
Despite Chief Justice Burger's cause it shows a fragmented body
rankled protestations to the con- without the necessary leadership
trary, the decision in Richmond to produce consistent decisions.
Newspapers Inc. v, Virginia is The distinction that the Chief
difficult to distinguish from Gan- Justice so tenaciously clings to is
nett; that the Gannett case involved a
The media has greeted the deci- pretrial hearing while the Rich-
sion with overtones of joy and re- mond Newspapers case involved'
lief. The Richmond Newspaper- the closure of a trial. While this
decision, they believe, has at least distinction certainly is true upon
severely limited the formula the facts, it does not comport well
which generated over a hundred'
with the opinion written by Jus-
tice Stewart in Gannett. Chief
Justice' Burger quotes his own
concurrence in the Gannett case
to establish his distinction while
ignoring the fact that Justice
Stewart said no less than 12 times
that the closure ruling applied to
the trial itself.
Controversy raged over Gan-
nett from the day the decision was
announced. The case has been
chastized by the press and legal
community as overstepping the
bounds of First Amendment
rights.
The tacnmona Newspapers
case should have been reversed
without argument. The arbitrary
manner in which the Virginiatrial
judge summarily. closed his court
to the press runs counter to histor-
ical and constitutional principles
that govern the legal system in
America. The Warren Court :
would have dumped the case in a
flash, if any judge during the
Warren Ear would havehad the
effrontery to bar the press and the
public from a trial.
H
-,.
owever, the precedent 'of
COMPAREOUR,·PltICES BEFORE YOU 8Ul.LAWBOOKS ELSEWHERE
. . , .. ' ." - . . '. .' ~ " ' . ' . .'
:Washington's.lafgest seleCtIonof ielatsuppgesandstudY-'s
Coif andCasenQte§~..~ilbert'S',Legalines, flutSheJIs, HOI1J~Sf Ziontz,et¢.: ;;
RfADYCASH FOR..OLD CAS£JOO.KS~
Gannett and the aired differences nett. Justice Blackmun felt be-
of the justices caused this simple' trayed by Burger because the
case to be termed a "benchmark" Chief Justice had concurred in the
or "watershed" case. All seven of opinion fully aware that Gannett,
the justices who participated. in with its multiple references to the
the decision wrote seperate opm- trial itself, was not limited to the
ions. Justice Powell did not pre-trial suppression hearing.
participate in the consideration or The facts in the Gannett and
decision of the case. the Richmond Newspapers cases
The majority opinion' written were not a particularly satisfying
by Chief Justice Burger was nota- means of distinguishing the cases.
bly similar to .Justice Harry A. The conditions surrounding the-
Blackmun's dissent in Gannett in Richmond Newspapers case were
its reliance on legal history. The at least as likely to result in unfair
reversal of the Virginia Supreme trial as the conditions surroun-
Court was based largely on the ding the trial in Gannett. The
First Amendment, an area some most significant difference was
might call unfamiliar territory to that the closure order in Rich-
the Chief Justice. mond Newspapers applied to a
Beyond the interesting and trial rather than a pretrial hear-
well-written history lesson on the ing,
legal roots of the open' trial, the In Gannett, two defendants,
most important aspect of the accused of murder, grand lar-
majority opinion in Richmond ceny, and robbery, obtained an
Newspapers was contained in a exclusionary order barring all
final footnote. The. footnote public and press from a pretrial
strains to make certain' that it is hearing on a motion to suppress
understood that the Court is not their confessions. The arrest and
asserting that there is a public arraignment of the defendants
right of access to a criminal trial. had received press coverage in a
"[O)llr holding today does not. number of upstate New York
mean that the rights of the public newspapers. The defendants cited
and representatives of the press the threat to a fair trial through
are absolute. Just as a govern- adverse publicity open to the pool
ment may place reasonable time, of prospective jurors. The defen-
j manner, place restrictions upon dants, the trial judge, and the dis-:
the use of its streets in the interest trict attorney all agreed to the clo-
of such objectives as the free flow sure of the hearings.
of traffic, so maya trial judge in In Richmond Newspapers, the
the interest of the fair adminis- defendant was indicted and tried
tration of justice, impose reason- for murder in Hanover County,
able limitations on access to a Virginia. His conviction was over-
trial." turned by the Virginia Suprem
This qualification leaves intact Court for improperly admitti
the use of Gannett to continue the into evidence a blood stained shi
closure of trials. .This qualifi- belonging to the defendant. A sec-
. cation will require the Supreme ond trial ended in a mistrial.· The
. Court to formulate a test that third trial also ended in a mistrial
could be used to determine when because a prospective juror had
and to what degree atrial may be read about the defendants pre-
I closed. vious trials and had told other
Justice Burger suggests that the prospective jurors before the re-
test would be similar to the test trial began.
found in Cox v, New Hampshire, As the fourth trial began, coun-
312 U.S. 569 (1941). The test in- sel for the defendant moved to
C ox is whether control is exerted have the courtroom closed to the
in a reasonable, non-discrimi- public. The prosecutor stated that
natory manner. Under this type he had no objection to closing the
of formula there is no absolute trial, and the trial judge announ-
right of access to the courts, but ced that the courtroom would be
rather, the competing interests of cleared. Later that day, two
free speech and the right of the reporters who had been asked to
defendant to a fair trial are bal- leave requested a hearing on a
anced. motion to vacate the closure
Justice Blackmun wrote a stin- order. .
ging concurrence clearly aimed at At the hearing, counsel for the
Burger. Blackmun found the deci-' reporters objected to the closure
sion in this case "gratifying" for order on the grounds that no
two reasons. First, the justice was other less drastic measures to
gratified "to see the court nowl ensure a fair trial" had been
looking to and relying upon legal considered prior to the entry of
history in determining the funda~1the closure order: First Amend-
mental public character of the cri-' ment constitutional consider-
minal trial." I ations required that the court first
Blackmun expressed his ob- decide that. there was no other
vious dissatisfaction with the. means available to protect the
Gannett decision. "Although the rights of the defendant.
Court in Gannett gave a modicum The defendant's counsel argued
of lip service to legal history, ... th~t this was the fourth trial for
it denied its obvious application this defendant. He pointed out
when the defense and prose- ! that the last trial had ended with-
cutlon, with no resistance by the' out resolution because of "diffi·
trial judge, agreed that the pro- ~ulty ~ith information between
ceedings should be closed." Jurors. Defense counsel conten-
"The Court's return to history ded that since the trial was in a
is a welcome change in direction" small community. information
he concluded. that would leak out in the court-
"It is gratifying, second," con. roo~ an~ be publiShed by the
tinned Justice Blackmun, "to see !Dedla might be seen by the
the Court wash away at least Jurors. .' . : .
some of the graffiti that marred . T~e. tnal JUdge concluded the
the prevailing opinions in Gan- h.eanng by stating that since the
nett." Blackmun then proceeded nghts of the defendant are at
to scold the Chief Justice for join- stake and the motion does not
ing the Court's opinion in Gan- completely overri~e all the rights
.of everyone e~sethat he is inclined )
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'Said a Spider to a "y'
~, Amendment legal principles to
~ secure a conviction which was no
by Will Schladt doubt well deserved. As the
The next time you are flying expression goes, the lady was
out of" L.A. with a stopover in ,guilty as sin. The decision,
Detroit, take care not to tarry at however,seems to ignore the
,the baggage counter and scan the fundamental constitutional prin-
'terminal nervously" without ciple requiring arresting officers
picking up baggage. You may' to follow strict procedures in
find that you have consentedto a order to prevent the unreasonable
strip search by the local drug search and 'seizure of innocent
enforcement agents. In an persons.
opinion announced last May, 27,. .The facts' of the case are simple.
the Supreme Court upheld the '"Sylvia Mendenhall arrived at the
conviction of a woman for Detroit airport on a flight from
'possession of heroin based on :Los Angeles. 'She was, the last
evidence obtained through a, passenger -off "the plane. She
-"voluntary" search in the local scanned the terminal nervously as
DEA office. she walked toward the baggage
The convoluted reasoning of area; Claiming no luggage, she
the majority opinion so irked asked th~~ky.cap for directions to
Justice Byron White that he the Eastern ticket co~nter, where
slipped into satiric poetry to -she e~chang~ her !icket on. an
express his disgust. Tucked away, Amencan Airlines fll~t to Pitts-
in a final footnote to his dissent burg for an Eastern ticket to the
were these words: same city., '
..Will you walk into my Two DEAagents obse~~ her
parlour?" said a spider to a fly; , conduct, to ~e charact!nstic of
(youmay find you have persons ~ng narcotics. They
o ented without ever knowing ~ppr<?ached, Ms. Mendenhall,~:S) , ,IdentIfied themselves, as federal
y., -- . agents, and asked to see some
Justice White was frustrated by 'identification and her airline
the majority's j~ggl~g. of '4th "ticket. '
The airline ticket and her subsequently convicted. The the defendant provided the
driver's license were not in the Court of Appeals reversed the requisite reasonable suspicion
same name and the federal agents conviction finding that the that she was engaged in illegal
'questioned her briefly concerning defendant had not validly con- activity. '
this discrepancy. Ms. Mendenhall sented to the search. For Mr. Justice White, the
became so flustered that she was The case revolves around three question of whether Ms. Men-
almost unable to answer the definitions. Whether Ms. denhall consented to be searched
officers' questions. The agents, Mendenhall was legally stopped was inextricably bound up with
after returning her ticket and her depends on whether there were the issue of whether she was
license, asked her if she would reasonable grounds for suspecting illegally "seized." He argued that
accompany them to the airport her of criminal activity. Then, Nhen a person is detained by
,DEA office for further there is an issue over whether the oolice and chooses not to resist
, questioning. actions of the officers constituted the commands of a police officer,
, At the office, the defendant a "seizure." Finally, the legality acquiessence should not be
'was asked to submit to ,a search of of the strip search turns upon the 'characterized as free and
her person and handbag and, was definition of consent. 'voluntary consent.
told that she could refuse if she so The majority, opinion of Mr;· Five justices have concluded
'desired. Ms. Mendenhall Justice Stewart is premised upon that Ms. Mendenhall voluntarily
responded, "Go ahead." A' the argument that no "seizure" went to the DEA office and
female police officer arrived to occurred. The Court of Appeals voluntarily took her clothes off.
conduct. the strip search, and below had assumed that a This assertion gave Mr. Justice
again asked her if she had con- "seizure", had taken place even ,. White reason 'to question the
sented to a search. though the issue had not been ingenuity of his brethern. Justice
The defendant then began to litigated. Stewart's finespun theory
disrobe and removed two A concurring opinion by Mr. salvaged a conviction at the price
packages containing heroin from_ Justice Powell objected to the ,f an invasion of a citizen's
her undergarment. Then, she was consideration of the issue of constitutionally protected right to
arrested for possessing heroin. whether a •'seizure" had oc- privacy. The court has spun a web
. At, trial, the D)strict Court curred. Instead, Powell concluded of evasion and left the police to
denied a 'motion to suppress the that even though Ms. Mendenhall devour their prey. But just as the
evidence (the packages of heroin) had been "seized, " the seizure spider consumes its mate, this
because 'the 'defendant had was lawful because the scientific Court may find itself consumed in
,voluntarily consented to the, formula of matching a "drug the process of defining "con-
search. The defendant was courier profile" to the conduct of lent."
Richmond Newspapers Inc. v. Virginia
(C'ontinued from Pa~4) consideration of the First Amend- the Court found that there is no nett case, that a closure order that Justice Stevens termed it to
- to accept the defendant's motion. ment question, in Gannett •.That First or Fourteenth Amendment would not be outside the bounds be.
Theniotion to vacate the closure decisinriwas' made solely on Sixth right' of access to government- of prevaling legal doctrine. ' The most accurate assessment _. '
order was denied an'" the trial was ~endment grounds. The Court - information or sourcesof infor- To those who somehow have of the case is that Richmond
continued the next day. . " IS free to r~e agam~t the clos~e . mation under government con- the mistaken notion that the deci- Newspapers is the puerile reaction
The irony of the ease is that If, of a pretnal heanng on First - trol. . sionin Richmond Newspapers of the Court stung by the harsh
as the Supreme Court opinion Amendment grounds, . To any sensible judge looking represents a change in direction criticism towards Gannett. Sensi-
suggests, there are situations that An interesting aspect of the- upon the trends of the Court it for the Burger Court, please don't tive analysis would best be SIlVedI
would warrant the closure of a Richmo!,d Newspapers case is ;would be quite natural to assu~e, sigh too loud. This decision is far 'for future decisions concerning:
trial, then this ease would seem to that the closure of the trial in .I without the benefit of the Gan- from .being the "watershed case" ,the right of access to the courts.
fall within that category. When a September of 1978 predated Gan- 11!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!I!!!!!!!!!!!i!i!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!i!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!.
defendant is about to be tried for nett by nearly ayear, The Burger
- .the fourth time and a previous Court, however, had long expres-
trial has ended in mistrial because sed a loathing toward the press.
of publicity, there is substantial As early as 1972 the court held
inte!est. in the ~ai~administration in Branzburg v, Hayes, 408 u.s.
o~ Justice to limit access to the 665, that reporters could not pro-
tnal. . teet confidential sources and
. It is just th~s par~d?~ which information.' If a judge ordered
1~I,!strates th~ Impossibility of a, disclosure, the reporter wo~ld
SImple solution to t~e complex have to choose between turmng
prob~em of the conflict betwee.n informer or going to jail on a con-_
t~e nghts of a.defendant to a fau tempt citation. In 1978, the S~-
tnal and the nghts of freedom of preme Court reenforced this deci-
speech and of .the press. To s~te sion by giving the courts. the'
that the rUI~ 10 Gannet! apphes power to enforce a disclosure
only to pretnal ~uppresslon.hea~- orders in Zurcher v. Stanford
ings is a grevlous ovefSlmph- .Daily, 436 U.S. 547, where the
fication of a complex puzzle. court held that a search warrant
After all, the wor~ "only" can- could be issued to permit the po-
not be taken too hghtly. .Be.tter lice to search the office of the
than 90 percent of all cnm.1O~1 Stanford University student news-
cases nev~r go beyond the prehml- pa.,er. . -.
nary heanng.
The Supreme Court in 1978 had'
already refused to grant access lU
the press to prison facilities in-
Houchins v. KQED. Inc., 438
U.S. 1. tn a four to three decision.
Furthermore, no one should
assume that Gannett is still good
law regarding pretrial hearings.
Justice Stewart explicitly reserved
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Play backgammon at Pierce Street ~nnex, 1200 19th St. .
(Auditions taking place
for early Nov. show) .
Folger Theatre Group.
.201 East Capitol St••NE
546-4000
"Measure by Measure"
Sept. 30th thru Nov. 23rd
Theatre
This seasons Fall productions
promise to be some of Washing.
tons finest. If your weakness is
old or unusual mo~s. call the
Kennedy Centers American Film
Institute ot walk to the Circle
Theater 5105 PennSylvania Ave.,
NW.
Ford's Theatre .
SlllOth sc, NW
638-2380
"Joseph and the
Amazing Technicolor
DreamCoat" -thru
Sept. 7th to be extended
Harlequin Dinner Theatre
1330(Jude Drive
RockVille.MD
340-8515
"The Sound of Music"
Sept. 10th thru Nov. 23rd
Hayloft Dinner Theatre
Balls Ford Rd.
Manassas, VA '
631-0230
"Guys and Dolls"
thru Oct. 5th
Arena Stage
6th &M St., SW
488-3300
(theater is dark)
.Back Alley Theatre
136S Kennedy NW
723-2040
Burn Brae Dinner
Theatre Club
10529Blackburn Rd.
Burtonsville, MD
384·5800
"MAME" Sept.Sth thru April2Sth
,Fine Line Actors Theatre
1239New Jersey Ave., NW
462·6396
.
W"sltington Intel'
. .~. '
'Harrass an Irariian in front 01 the White House, 1600 Pennsylvania ~.ve.
Kennedy Center for the
Performing Arts
2700FSt.,NW
2S4·3600
.American Film Institute
tele, No. 828-4000
Opera House
"The Peking Opera"
Sept. 2 thru Sept. 14th
Eisenhower Theatre
"Richard III" Sept. 2
thru Sept. 27th
starring Michael Moriarty
Concert Hall
National 'Symphony Orchestra
"Birthday Gala" Sept. 18th
National Theatre
1321ESt., NW
NA8-3393
"Brigadoone" Sept. 9th
thru Oct.' 10th
Waaay orr Broadway Theatre
55 KSt., SE
488-1207
I(:; ida I
Warner Theatre
13th&ESt.,NW
347·7801
Museums" Galleries
Washington has the best
museums and art galleries south
of New York City, and they're
freel If you run you can still catch
one of the best eXhibits going at
the East-Wing of the National
Gallery of Art "The Post-Impres-
sionists". For those who are
home-sick, the Hirshhorn Gallery
of Modern Art will run a series
called "New York the Artists
View," starting August 21st thru
November 11th. For SO¢yOUcan
relax and see two of the best tech-
nically produced films In town at
the Air and Space Museum UTe
Fly" and "Our Living Planet".
Air and Space Museum,
6th St. &;
Independence Ave.• SW
Centennial Exhibition:
1876Arts and Industries,
Jefferson Dr., SW
Corcoran Gallery of Art,
17th St. &
N~ York }\ve., NW
Dumbarton Oaks,
1703·32St., NW
Folger Shakespeare Library,
.201E. Capitol St.
.Freer Gallery,
12th St. and
Jefferson Dr., SW
Hlrshhorn Gallery of
of Modern Art,
Independence Ave.
&8thSt.,NW
History and Technology,
14th St. &
Constltution Ave., NW
.., '.... " ' ..'talnmentDirector,
,",
Pale Be\'eD
library of Congress,
First & East Capitol St., SE
Marine Corps, Navy Yard, ,
9th & M se., SE
Museum of African Art,
318 ASt.j'NE
National Archives,
8th St. and
Constitution Ave., NW '
National Geographic,
17th&MSts., NW
National Portrait Gallery,
8th&FSts., NW
NlabtOabs '
Washinaton D.C. has become
one of the hottest music capitols
overnight. Whatever your taste it
can be found from jazz to Rock-
a-BUly with a splash of New
Wave. To find out what bands are
playing where, call the WHFS
Concert Line at 654-0097.
Abbey Road,
2OOOLSt.
Apple Tree,
1220 19th St.
, BabeS,' -
4226 Wise. Ave.
Bayou,
3135 KSt.
Beneath It AU,
3259MSt
333-0408
Beowulf,
1112 20th St.
Black Rooster,
1919 L St.
BluesAUey
Rear of 1073 Wise. Ave.
, 337-4141
,Columbia Station,~--
Columbia Rd.
667·2900
Crazy Horse,
3529 M St.
D.C. Space,
7th&E
347-4960
Deja Vu,
22nd&M
-. Desperados,
34th&M
338·5220
E.J. O'RUey's,
1122 18th St. '
Eskimo Nell's,
815 N. Stafford sc, VA
528-4300
- cellar Door,
1201 34th St.
337·3389
Childe Harold,
1610 20th St.
483-6702
Fancy Dancer ,
7415 RiclinlondHwy, VA
, 765-1320
Far Inn,
3433 Conn. Ave.
363-0941
Flaps Rickenbacher,
, 1207 19th St.
Channa Cross,
3207MSt.
Clydes,
, 3236MSt.
·~Lob.byyour Congressman at the Capitol.
,,'
Smell a flower at the Botanical Gardens.
Fncky's Pub,
, 2572 Pat Ave.
'Orants Tomb,
.. , ' ,4425 Wise., Ave.
686-7108
Greenery,
1l4418th St.
Guncher's,
3408 M St.
Louie's Rock City,'
3501S.Jefferson,VA
379-6611 .
Mr. Day's,
1I4418th St.
, Mr.Henry's,-
Tenley Cir., Wise. & Neb.
362-4323
Mr. Smith's,
3104MSt;
Old Stein,
1339 Conn. Ave.
One Step Down,
2577 Pa. Ave.
Paul Mall,
3235 M St.
Pierce Street Annex,
1200 19th St.
Psych Deily,
4846 Cordell Ave.,
8ethesdll, MD
Poor House Pub,
4809 Wis; Ave;,
244-5486
PW's,
1136 19th St.
Red Lion,
20241 St.
Takoma Tap Room,
8210 Piney Branch Rd.,
Sil. Spring
589-1600
Tammany Hall,
2109 Pa. Ave.
Third Edition,
1218 Wis. Ave.
Toombs,
36th & Prospect St.
Tramps,
Wis. &M 5ts.
,21st Ammendment,
2132 Pat Ave.
Winston's,
,3295 MSt.
, WHFS Concert Line
654-0097
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More Backgro.-ndBooks
(Continued from Page 3)
business of lawyering, including competltion, and mass hysteria
the economics and ethics of the which goes on at the citadel of
profession, law schools, law' legal education, and compare it to
firms, the different types of legal your own experiences during the
practice, and the public interest first year.
the profession is supposed to VERDICTS ON LA WYERS·
serve. Chapter 7 covers the per- edited by Ralph Nader & Mark
sonal injury [torts] practice. ' Green, Crowell Co. A, collection
, MY LIFE IN COURT or THE of essays by critics within the
JUR Y RETURNS by Louis legal profession including Mem-
Nizer ,Pyramid and Pocketbooks. bers of Congress and public inter-
A famous trial lawyer takes you I est lawyers. They discuss the mys-
behind the scenes of some of his tique of lawyers, advertising by,
most significant (and successful) I lawyers, public interest law, the
cases, including murder.personal' Washington lawyer-lobbyist, the
injury, libel, matrimonial, proxy; duty of the prosecutor, class
fight, clemency hearing, etc. Read; actions, law for the poor , and
either one, maybe even both, for! many other topics law students
an insight into the wide range of; should be 'interested in and Con-
legal problems which can con- cerned about.
front a good lawyer. LA WYERING by Helene Sch-
THE MUGGING by Morton wartz, 'Noonday Press. A young
Hunt, Penguin Books. A very de- woman who graduated from law
tailed and exhaustive look at the school in the tumultuous sixties
entire criminal justice system- describes lawyering from her
including its weaknesses- unique perspective. The book in-
through the perspective of an eludes material about her defense
actual case in which an elderly of William Buckley, her appeal of
man was apparently beaten to the convictions of the Chicago
death by four youths. As the book Eight, the working atmosphere
notes, one reason for society's (including internecine warfare) in
failure to deal with this kind of a, conventional law firm and
crime is its profound ignorance of among "movement" 'lawyers,'
the life-style that breeds it, and of and much more.
the realities of the law which is ' PRACTICING LA W IN NEW
intended to cope with it. YORK CITY by The Council of
"ONE L by Scott Turow, Pen- New York Law Associates. In a
guin Books. A real-life "Paper book which applies equally well
Chase": an inside account of life to many large cities, recent grad-
in the first year of Harvard Law uates from over 25 law schools
School written by an award-win- discuss their roles as young
ning writer who went through the lawyers, different kinds of private
process and survived. Read about and public practices, over a dozen,
the compulsive work, pitiless _diff~ent legal specialties, minor-
ities and the law, interviewing for' 'Pocketbooks. An expose which look at the kind of work they will
a Position, and living in the Big purports to show how the middle. be doing in law school, or who
Apple. class is victimized by the legal simply want to have additional
professlon..not as a result of any, preparation, the fo~lowing paper-
NO HEROES, NO VILLAINS conspiracy, but rather as "an back boob are deslgn~ to as~ISt
by Steven Phillips, Vintage inevitable confluence of events." incoming law students 10 making
Books. The true story of a murder A book about lawyers as' many': the,a.:djustment to law. schoo~.
trial written by the young prose- laymen (including President Car-: They attempt to acquaint their'
cutor. In a shooting incident one ter?) see them. readers with the case method of
police officer kills another, and a study, the "briefing" of cases,
petty criminal is defended against '.In addi!ion to the ~ks ~es- the preparation of a synthesis of
a charge of murder by William cribed bnefly above, mcommg the law in a given area, legal rea-
Kunstler. A behind-the-scenes', law students wo,!ld. do well. to soning, law school study, and the
look at the whole criminal law, purchase a legal dictionary which nature of law school examination:
system including its many faults' they can use to look .up legal '
and weaknesses. I words and phrases-mcludmg HOW TO SUCCEED IN LA W
, those in Latin-which they will SCHOOL by Brian Siegal, Bar-
THE PARTNERS or POW- encounter in their assigned read- ronsEducational Services, Inc.,
ERS OF ATTORNEY by Louis ings for class. Although a large and HOW TO STUDY LAW
Auchincloss, Warner and Crest. hardbound book such as "Black's AND WRITE LA W EXAMIN-
A true- to-life but fictional look Law Dictionary" is often very A TIONS by Stanley V. Kinyon, '
-at the practice of law at the high- useful in figuring out the meaning ,West Co. ,
est social levels by an expert on of the most complex Jegal termi-
"upper-crust New York lawyers", nolo81, such-a book is expensive IMPORTANT NOTE: During
(Newsweek). Maybe not your cup and much too heavy to carry their first class meeting most
of tea, but an interesting look at, around. Besides, many such professors discuss various books
the kind 'of opponents you may dictionaries are available in the and other study materials which
encounter one day, and at their law library. Instead, I would might be Useful in connection-
value system. recommend that an incoming law with their courses, and recom-
. student acquire a copy of, the mend which if any you should
'paperback LA W DICTIONARY purchase. For this reason it is
edited by Steven H. Gifis and suggested that you NOT purchase
published by Barron's Educa- any books or materials for a
tional Services, Inc. The book is course, .other than those specifi-
priced at only $2.95, and is small cally assigned and required by the
and light enough to be carried prof~r' as indicated on the
around with you where it-will be book liit, until after the first class
available 'as yoy prepare your. meeting. For Professor Banzhaf's
assignments for class.. •section in Torts you should purch-
ase ONL Ythe required text [Prof-
esser, Wade & Schwartz, TORTS
Cases .and Materials, 6th Ed.,
1976] and the books on this list
which yoU find oOnterest.
tns SUPERLA WYERS by
Joseph C. Goulden, Dell. Apene-
trating look at "Washington
Lawyers." Learn who they are,
how they, operate behind the
scenes to affect our lives, and how
they make millions of dollars.
Judge for yourself their morality
and ethics, and whether their type
of practice is really a goal towards
which yo~llould aspire. Finally, for those students who,
feel that they need additional
THE TROUBLE WITH LA W- .: assistance in'doing well in law
YERS by Murray Teigh Bloom, ;~school, .who want an advance
onepage
-
LETTERS
PERSONALIZED AUTOMATICALLY TYPED COVER LETTERS
to accor:npany,your resumes
Each letter and matching envelope separately typed with law firm's name and address .
with matching addressed envelopes
for'
$49.50
100
regularly $75.00
Use your list or choose potential employees from our 1980 Martindale-Hubbell Law Directory
Cranes Bond, a fine'100% cotton fibre paper, and other high quality 'papers with matching
envelopes are available at a small additional charge '
Charles E. Simon and Company
"A better letter stiop,"
1725K Street, N.W. Suite 602
near the FarragutMetro stops
857-0007
VISA MASTERCHARGE
(Condnuodlrom!'a901) Planning For New Law Center
plans are now in the concept phase
and until the entire school has a'
chance to comment on a working
draft, final plans should not be
made.
Realistically, drawing of the
. final plans and the extensive bid-
ding process involved will pro-
bably delay ground breaking until
at least the spring of 1982. Ac-
cording to Professor Nash, timing
is essential in the plans since the
law school cannot be shut down.
The actual contruction may have
to be phased over a five year per-
iod. Regardless of when the con-
structionactually begins, the pro-
gram and the plans developed
from it should be carefully scruti-
nized to make certain that all
future needs are met.
The building program develop-
ed by the Space Needs Committee
includes as the first priority the
need for improved classrooms
and student lounges. Additional
faculty offices will also be needed
in the future.
The second priority listed is a
new main reading room for the
library, improved clinical facilit-
ies, and enlarged offices for stu-
dent activities. The third priority
is given to additional library im-
provements and improved ad-
ministration and faculty offices.
The program report lists as the
primary problem with the present
facilities the overcrowded and
nonfunctional use of the build-
ings. The halls and stairways in
Stockton Hall are too narrow to
allow students safe and easy
movement between classes.
Access between buildings is diffi-
cult and visitors to the National
Law Center often have trouble
finding their way. Faculty mem-
bers with offices in Bacon Hall
find it near to impossible to con-
duct research because of the cir-
cuitous route to the library.
Planned improvements for
classrooms include the construc-
tion of a moot court auditorium
which would preferably be con-
vertible into two classrooms. The
auditorium would include facilit-
ies for movie and slide projectors
and a public address system.
Other classroom improvements
would include the addition of
amphitheater style seating (raised,
curved rows) for all classrooms
with a capacity of more than a
hundred. Two smaller classrooms
should be usable for tri~l practice
with a bench for a "judge," a wit-
ness box, and "jury" of six.
The plans call for special atten-
'ion to a number of particularly
~alling aspects of the present faci-
lities. Acoustics is given high im-
portance and all classrooms are
required to be designed so that
students can hear and see each
other, as well as the professor.
Seats to the side of the professor's
station are unacceptable since the
instructor should be able to easily
maintain eye contact with the stu-
dent. Students who have attempt-
ed without success to catch the
attention of a professor from one
of the side tables in a classroom in
Stockton can appreciate the value
of this requirement.
The plans also call for all class-
rooms to be wired to broadcast
and receive closed-circuit televi-'
Will Stockton hall stay?
sion, Fans of "All My Children"
may not have to miss an episode
to catch a class, in the future.
Improved student and faculty
lounge facilities' are provided for
in the program. One student
lounge would include a sandwich
counter. A luncheon room would
be used for luncheon seminars as
well as a student conference
room.
The inadequacies of the law
library are readily apparent to all
who have attempted to use it. The
program reports cites three parti-
cularly glaring problems-the
"vertical configuration," the
inadequate seating, and the lack
of efficient work space for library
staff.
The proposal provides for a
large main reading room which
would have the capacity to seat
about 250 students. The room
would also require adequate shelf
space to house multiple' copies of
most of the reporter series.
Other library facilities which
are cited as needing improvement
include the micro room and the
computer research area. The'
micro ara is already inadequate
and the future promises to see a
tremendous. expansion in this
area. The law school will probab-
Iyacquire Westlaw system in the
near future andother computer
research advancements will un-
doubtedly require further expan-
sion of the space used by com-
puter research.
Faculty offices should be locat-
ed near the library and closer to
each other to encourage discourse
between faculty members. The
program calls for adequate work-
space and the possible inclusion
of word processing equipment in
each individual office. -
Two audio-visual rooms are in-
'cluded in the plans. One room
would house the master controls
for the closed-circuit television
system and be used to store
cameras, monitors, video tape
decks, and projectors. The other
room would be used for faculty
members to view films and video-
tapes and for students to view
their performance in trial prac-
tice, negotiating, and counseling
sessions.
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Clinical facilities would be vast-
ly improved by the present plans.
Improvements would mean more
offices and better access from the
street so that clinic work could be
carried out more easily and effi-
ciently.
The building program requires
that the administrative offices be
placed in a single location, if pos-
sible. The present use of office
space is cited as highly irrational
and fragmented. A consolidated
file room should be provided. A
central waiting room for the en-
tire administrative office is desir-
able.
Law Review and the Journal of
International Law and Economics
facilities would be expanded
under the' program. The two
offices would be located near
each other to facilitate the shared
use of word processing units. A
conference room could be shared
by all student offices.
Even The Advocate would
prosper under the proposal. Floor
space for storage and another
desk would be provided. Perhaps,
The Advocate would be lifted
from the dank, dark basement of
Bacon.
The program outlined by the
Space Needs Committee is a com-
mendable effort to define the pre-
sent and future needs. of the Na-
tional Law Center. How" this
effort is eventually translated into
new facilities remains to be seen.
The Advocate will continue to
monitor the progress of the plans
.for the future of the National
Law Center and report to the aca-
,demic community.
NOW HIRING
.-50 SECOND AND THIRD
YEAR LAW STUDENTS
Law Clerk Temporaries -a new concept in law clerk placement - has immediate
need for second, and third year students for referral to law firms in the District, .
Virginia, and Maryland suburbs. Referrals will be on a continual basis throughout
the school year. As each .student completes a r~searchproject for one firm, the
student will be referred to another firm for a new assignment. Assignments \Vtl~
range in length from a few hours to several days depending upon the assignments.
and the student's schedule. Compensation is commensurate with that of full time
clerks working for a single firm.
Application forms are available in the Placement Office-or-call (202) 296-8882' to
arrange for your interview!
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Book Review
Ely's Democracy and Distrust
Advocate Editor, Sues Law Center.
(Continued from Page 1)" I " . . .
which resulted in Dembrow being $513,860.00 for compensatory I from the George Washington Charlester Williams, an agent and tural obligations and institutional
pushed against the front door of damages and $600,000.00 for- University's failure to provide employee of George Washington responsibilities." According to
the library, thereby shattering the punitive damages. Court costs Dembrow with a current regis- University, committed assault the complaint, these intentional
glass in one of the door panels. and attorney's fees are also pray- tration card for the summer of and battery upon Dembrow. injuries have caused Dembrow, in
Dembrow then sent a claim letter ed for. Finally, Dembrow 1979. Dembrow claims that he P bl h all ed addition to the injuries already
t D B d P id EI demands a jury trial on all issues. was entitled to such a card be- resuma y, t e eg assaulto ean arron an resi ent - The breach of contract claim I'S, cause he was enrolled in the Nat- and battery occured when Dem- prayed for, injury to academic
liott. No response or apology was , brow was thrown against t"h I' credentials and diminished in-
. d d hi' based on Dembrow's status as a. ional Law Center during the sum- e 1-receive an t e awsuit was even- brary door. For this count Dem- come-producing capacity.
tually filed. law student at the time the inci- mer semester and received credits brow claims that he sustained and The Advocate obtained a copy
Dembrow's complaint, which dent occurred. He claims to have towards his National Law Center will f t in of thecomplaint described above.
he filed pro se, consists of five been contracturally entitled to: degree during that summer. As con mue 0 sustal physical
counts. These are: I) breach of 'enter the law library. As a result the result of "this alleged negli-: and ~ental pain and suffering, Also, it contacted Dembrow forlost time and expense, and dam_comment as to the motivation for
contract. 2) negligence. 3)assault of the alleged breach of contract, gence, Dembrow claims the age tid b . his lawsuit. He would comment
and battery. 4) wrongful arrest Dembrow claims to have suffered denial of his contractural rights 0 persona an usmess repu-tation. only that he had attempted to
and imprisonment. and 5) inter lost time and expense and the de- and tortious injuries including obtain satisfaction from the
national infliction of emotional nial of contractural benefits for mental and physical pain and . Count four alleges that" Dem- , University outside the legal pro"
harm. It requests judgment, J'oint- which valuable consideration was suffering and anguish. brow was unlawfully arrested and dcess an none was forthcoming.'
Iy and severally against the defen- paid. The assault and battery count detained by persons acting under Therefore, he chose to use legal
dants, in the amount of The negligence claim results recites no facts. It states only that the authority and control of procedures to vindicate his rights.
George Washin~ton Uni~ersi.t~. Perhaps the most interesting
No facts are included in this result of this suit will be what the
count. For damages Dembrow discovery process yields in the
claims, in addition to those al- way of university documents.
ready mentioned, humiliation and Dembrow's allegation that the
embarrassment, and deprivation University is overly profit con-
of civil and constitutional rights. scious, if proven, could present
Count five is the" most inter-. the University with serious prob-
esting in Dembrow's complaint.lems. It has long been a conten-
It incorporates the earlier counts tion of some students of the
by reference. It claims that inten- University, and particularly the
.tional injuries have been inflicted law school, that the University
r upon Dembrow as a result of places its profitability above the
"undue emphasis by officers of legitimate needs of its students.
defendarit George Washington This concern has been expressed
University on corporate profit and studied in a number of Advo-
rather than individual contrac- cate issues during the past two
years. The recent decision to tear
down Red Lion Rowand build
another commercial building to
be rented to outsiders rather than
used for the benefit of University
students, has been seen by many
as another example of the Univer-
sity's callous attitude towards its
students.
by Michael David Rips
Constitutional law has gene-
rated a persistant . tension be-
tween democratic theory and
rules .of constitutional interpreta-
tion. How, for example, does one
reconcile the desegregation orders
of the 1950s with democratic
values? John Hart Ely suggests
that the question may be an-
swered by focusing upon the pro-
cedural component of democracy.
He argues that democracy is only
peripherally concerned with sub-
stantive values. Rather, it is the
means by which a government ar-
rives at those values that defines
democracy:
The theme that justice and
happiness are assured not
by trying to define them for
all time, but rather by
. attending to the govern-
mental processes by which
would have to provide for a radi-
_cal diffusion of power.
The shortcoming of his theory
The problem with this is that it is exemplified in his failure to
presents an incomplete' if not consider the participatory aspect
naive view of democracy. What of democracy. Participation can
Ely ignores is an economic and only be achieved when one senses
political context which is funda- that an action will have some ef-
mentally anti-democratic. An in- feet. This in turn is dependent
creasing concentration of power upon bringing the source - of
has produced individuals alien- power c!o~er to the individu.&!.
ated from the capacity to control When t~IS ISnot the case,. the citi-
their own lives whilesimultan~"_zen. ~lthdraws becoming the
eously reducing the likelihood autistic mascot of the,state.
that the individual's interests will Another objection to Ely's
be effectively represented. These " methodologyds his facile use of
anti-democratic forces exist de- historical arguments. For exam-
spite the fulfillment of Ely's cri- pie, in discussing the origin of the
teria.Ely's concern for demo- "right to travel", Ely comments: '
cratic process is not therefore to- And, of course the symbo-
tally wrongheaded, it is merely lism, and indeed the reality,
too narrow. For his theory to ex- of the frontier took much
plain and support democracy, it of .its sustenance from the
their dimensions would be
specified over time, carried
into our critical constitu-
tional documents.
product of racism or other forms
of unequal concern, they should
be upheld.
The procedural objectives
which Ely suggests are fundamen-
tal to democracy and thus should
inform constitutional interpreta-
tion are (a) "the achievement of a
political process open to all on an
equal basis" (e.g., universal suf-
ferage) and (b) the "enforcement:
of "the representative's duty of;
equal concern and respect [not ne-.
cessarily equal treatment] to'
minorities and majorities alike",
Since legislation motivated by ra-'
cism (e.g., segregated schools) de-:
nies equality of concern, such,
legislation should be rejected as
unconstitutional. Similarly, be-
" cause measures promoting reverse
discrimination are seldom the
Fresh Turkey Sandwiches
Roast Beef & Baked Ham Cut to Order
Delicious Luncheon Specials
Our Famous Salads & Diet Dishes
Columbo Frozen Yogurt
Gyros & Souvlaki
Watergate Pastries
Fresh Fruits
And Much Much Morelli
Washingtonian Magazine says about lunch Box ham sandwiches ...
"Thick cut to order slices ... a cut above usual lunchtime fare"
New York Times says ...
"The lunch Boxes provide wide variety and dependable freshness"".
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Carry Out Shoppe
825 20th 51. xw,
(20th at Penn. Ave.)
296·0620
Featuring
"See us for all your
travel needs"
MARVIN
CENTER
.659-2968
notion that a person should
have the option of pulling
up stakes and starting over
elsewhere ..
Since Frederick Jackson Turner
made this argument in the 1920s,
it has realized considerable criti-
cism. Studies suggest that the high.
cost of transportation severely re-
stricted migration to the frontier.
Given the fact that' the greater
portion of society could not af-
ford travel to escape religious and
economic persecution, it is doubt-
ful that this right was ever as-
signed the importance that Ely or
Turner would ascribe to it. If one
seeks to support a constitutional
theory with historical arguments,
there is an obligation to the reader
to at least follow and acknowl-
edge the evolving historical de-
bate.
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b'Tom!akingDworkir,'sTheory Seriously
The )ur!sprudenc~ of Ronald opinion, one legal crite~ion ards for judicial decision exists as constitutional (and, to further 'John Hart Ely's recent volume
Dwork1O IS attr~ctiv~ t~ those s~ould. apply o~er another 10 a an amalgam of society's legal, tailor the question, the demo. entitled Democracy and Distrust.
who val~e a le~allmag1OatiOn and given instance IS at one level a moral, ethical, social, and custo- cratic) theory of government. It is
who beheve. 10 •t~e worth .of a matter of what we may call "wis- .mary ideas. Dworkin opposes, the evident that the phrase "power-
powerful, u~nh!blt~ , and intel- dom" ("jUdgment" in Dworkin's legal positivist thesis which holds ful, uninhibited, and intellectual-
lc:ct~ally ~Ive J~dlclary. Dwor- ,usage). Such "discretion" reflects that beyond the range of rules Iy alive judiciary" which I used at
kl~ ~ sangu~ne attitude !oward the the judge's training and expertise, deriving from standards which the beginning of this piece impli-
ablh~y of JU~g~ t~ dis,~ern and' and is similar in kind to the "dis. the courts are bound to recognize citly poses a host of political ques-
mamp~late pnn~Ples al dr;wn cretion" exercised by any deci-~ (in other words, beyond the "pri- tions. Indeed it can be said with
f~om t ~ norms an l;nor f s 0 sr . sion-maker who -possesses special mary rules" of the legal system, little need of qualification that the
cletal
y
at targ~tsaslfwe'1lastfiromt t e knowledge in a certain area wh in H.L.A. Hart's terminology), debate concerning 'the properleg sys em I e WI a Irs ap-. ere . ..,,,' ,
pear to the reader of Dworkin as something beyond a purely me- new standards are to be created scope of judicial • activism ~as
the supreme irony, given that the chanical decision is called for. by !he courts. ~?~~workin, s,~c.h ~en o.ne of the central c~ns~ltu-
cornerstone of Dworkin's theory A second level of "discretion" an Idea of the Iimits.of law IS ~onallss~es of ?ur republic since
of judicial discretion is that ~sindicated by the "finality" of a unsatisfactory. In his view.where ,Its. ~~und1Og. Different w~ve~ .of
"J'udges do: not have discretion" Judge·s decision if that decision "primary rules" do not dispose cn~lc~sm have att~cked judiciab
, ' I h '. . f' d d b d .acttvtsm from a vanety of angles.It becomes c ear t at Dworkin cannot be reviewed For the pur- 0 cases, JU ges are uty- oun to - IL al al' h t ddt di
' . db' . • I eg re tsts ave en e 0 s-Wishesto place upon JU ges a ur- poses of Dworkin's thesis that interpret the cases with, recourse '.. -.
den of intellectual accountability "judges do not have discretion," to 'the remainder of the set of Iparage actlVlst Judges on ~he
of the highest order. By liberating '"both of these latter two senses of legal standards or legal ideas just :grounds. that, as S~nford Lev,m-
judicial decisions from the grasp "discretion" are trivial, The sense described. ' son put It recently m The NatIOn
of "rules," Dworkeatinwoufl~dele- which interests Dworkin is, The problem with this, how- ~~ch judges havheabPr.opefns~ttYtlo
vate them to arm 0 I eas rather that'n h' h . eve r f 'th th mtervene on t e aSls 0 n ua-
("principles"). Despite the skepti- me ely' "th tl w flfc.,wle saYtnot Iyt·r '(l!es ~ t~o)ur~et
WI 'th e ahi~ah-istic (and intellectually indefens-, k' , r a an 0 ICla mus use IC mgUls IC mce y WI w c
cal postures which Dwor 10 s judgment in a I 'n the stand' ible) incantation in decisions
theory has had to face, it seems ards set him b:~:h:rity or that ~wOrkt,mexEPlod~sfthefcollncept Oft reached by the regular political
I f 'd ' ,Iscre Ion. ven I we u y accep " R d' al I al realistt~at any ov~r 0 ~ eas IS,suscep- ?o one wil!,review that exercise of Dworkin's conception of the new process. a IC eg _
nble to the hngenng feehng that Judgment, but also "that on ' f I I 'd ' Fred Rodell late professor and
D k" I al h'l h "h ' , umverse 0 ega I eas, we cannot ,, 'wor 10 s eg p 10SOP Y repre- some Issue e ISSimply not bound h' h . d 'Iconoclast at Yale Law School. accept t enotlon t at a JU ge , '
sents a noble, perhaps Prome- ,!,y stan~ard~, set by the author!ty would simply be subsumed in that beheved that rather than consult
thean, approach to our legal cul-. 10 question. Instead, the official. 'f h t ' "adepts in the abstractabraca-
must look to "principles" or umverse as I e were an a u- , ' " .
ture. t dabra of The Law" society"policies" which fall outside of oma on., _
th ta d 'd " In spite of this last reservlftion should turn more often to personsose s n ar s. ",
Now in Dworkin's view, such and i~ contrast to the position trained in more socially useful
"principles" and "policies" form taken on this question by some of kinds .of knowledge, especially
part of the "legal materials" or Dworkin's critics, the conceptions ,"techmcal factual knowledge
"standards" of which the law of the judicial process held re- about the activities out of which
consists. Thus a system of stand- spectively by Dworkin and the tile problems arise." Most re-
legal positivists cannot be col- cently, it has been the abuse from
lapsed into one. Furthermore, it is the so-called neoconservativesmr vi~w that tile conse9ue~ces of (such as Nathan Glazer) which
,thiS divergence are qUite Impor- has fallen most loudly upon the
tant, 'not only in theory but in . . ' '
practical terms as well. :ear~ o~ ~heactivist bench .•~d the
Dworkin's concern is ultimate- anti-ehtlst component of moder-
ly with legal ideas, or "rights." 'ate" liberal jurisprudence has of
Judicial authority is the ultimate ' course survived Alexander
concern of the positivists. If we 'Bickel's passing, having been re-
,take as a point, of departure -the :newed, among other places, in
Judging from the stridency of
the criticism' leveled at propo-
nents of an activist judiciary, it
thus seems clear that Dworkin's
, theoretical attempt to expand our
understanding of what the law
consists of is perilous in at least
one of its aspects. If judges are to
be viewed as duty-bound to apply
a wide spectrum of "principles"
and "policies," they are placed in
danger of.losing the express poll-
I tical mandate which, in the doc-
trine of positivism, is conferred
upon them (under the "rule of re-
cognition" as defined by Hart) at
, that point where "the law ends."
:The recourse to ideaS'in a sense
:transfers not just the law, but
,judges too, beyond the pale of the
"rule of recognition," And with
, ,that step, judges are curiouslyes-
,tranged from the political
Igrounding -or social contract-
:which previously stipulated their
I,activities and provided for a gen-eral order in the legal system.
IJudges are no longer agents of the
!state. They have become, or at
ileast have the pretension of be-
l
'coming, interp,reters of the society
itself. For those who believe in a
I system of law founded on demo-
I cratic institutions, the prospect
,may be an unsettling one. That is
,why most readers of Dworkin, in-
cluding this. writer, cannot help
but remain ambivalent about em-
'bracing Dworkin's critique of
i positivism in anything more than
_,a piecemeal way. But that does
inot detract from a conclusion that
iDworkin's "value' generative"
'theory of rights and of judicial
j
idesci"etion is a fascinating alter-
native to the positivist concep-
tion.
Dworkin's use of the concept of
"discretion" in his theory of judi-
cial discretion is limited to what
he calls "a stronger sense" of the
word. The "discretion" used by a
judge in determining that, in his
Lawyers "Prostitute Themselves
Prof. JO~D .nzbaf
Do lawyers I prQstitute them-
selves? Some ~pl,e say they do,
because lawyers frequently seek
to attain results to which they are
morally opposed. Others say no,-
because a lawyer's job is to repre-
sent his client's interests and not
to judge them.
One person who says yes from
an unusual point of view is a
recent National Law Center gra-
duate who charges women up to
Sl50 an hour for his sexual ser-
vices, depending on how homely
they are and what kind of sex they
want.
Our GWU alumnus denies that
he's a prostitute. The real prosti-
tutes, he says, are those who do a
job they don't like' for someone
they don't really respect. Most
people-including most \ taw-
yers-are whores, he says, only
they're too conflicted to admit it
and too stupid to get paid pro:
perly for it.
How in his words, did he avoid
a life ~f lawyerly prostitution?
Well, it all started while he was
working his way through the Na-
tional Law Center. Someone sug-
gested that he' was good ,looking
enough to escort rich women
around town. He did, and he
liked making money for doing
something he enjoyed. Now, sev-
'eral years after graduation, he
works only three days a:w.eek :and
usually makes more than
SlOOO/week for his efforts.
Fifty dollars an hour, plus ex"
penses, is, his standard rate for
just escorting women around
town, with little or no sexual con- ...
tact. For sex the rates go up to
$150 an hour, about what a few
"Washington Lawyers" charge
for their services.
Our loyal GWU alumnus
doesn't regret spending three
years of his life earning a law de-
gree; he says he uses it every day!
LawYering is just like acting, he
says, and his professio,nal services
apparently require at least as
much acting as lawyers usually do'
for their clients. After all, most
clients 'complain loudly, when
their attorneys screw them, while
his usually come back for more.
To those law students. still wait-
ing for their first job' offer-or
those looking for an easy way to
learn their way through law
school-who might be tempted to
try to join an even older profes-
sion don't do it. According to
this ~xpert, most men don't know
enough about sexual control to be
successful-at least as profession-
als.
LEGAL TYPINGI
TRANSCRIPTION -
REPETITIVE LETTERS
IDOCUMENTS \
Mag card/correcti~g selectric, Harvard/Blue b.ook style. pead-
lines met. 'Inexpensive rates, large & Small proJects.
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FTC: Present MeetsTIWFuture
, ' ,
by Michael Morlsl .
The Federal Trade Commission The consenSus that many con-Commission. but the 'com- chanles but the Commission is- ..predictins ~hat is leg-.J; and so',
bas emerged from a turbulent sumers, are exploitedrand un- . ~ination of 'factors. all workins also respondiDl to the realities or-. 'Ieneralas, to "'confer' on the-
year of, legislative scrutiny. justifiably, oppressed ,,in 'the' sunultaneously. tells mu~h of the' 'the current politi~ economic Commission excessive lesiSiative
During that' year. its existiDl marketplace still exists. but now story. environment in which itresu!ates •. authority."For example. the
authority' was challeDiedanditsmany people are skeptical that the The most important change is language in the 1972 Supreme
performancequestioned,Whydid,government can improve',theWhere does the FTC go from likely to be a more ,demandiDl Court decision in SpeITY' y, '
Congress sin&teout the FTC for balance at an accePtable cost. here? ',' !,eyiew' ,of ..~o~osec:L!,!!es and, Hutch/nson.405U.S.223.244-4S·
such a fiercermeW? Moreim- Second. the business community For. all the Commis~ion's cases before they are issued:". n.5 (1972). that the Commission
portantly.whereWilI the FTC 10basprosressivelybeeOme better problems. nota single public " , ' " ' ,"; caii declare conductilleaaJ that is
from here? organized in itslobbyiDl efforts opinion poUindicates that the Recent FTC acti?~ dem?ostrate. "immoral unethical. oppressive, ~
" In the early 1970's.the ageDCY in recent years. while consumer country feels it would be better ~at the Comnusslon will COD- or unscurpulous,' weveDsomi"
"was widely criticized as inept and and labor interests have steadily off without the FTC. There tmue to take ODthe toughest ,,!,d CommissioDers wondering about
unduly cautious. an ABA lost clout. , . ' pr9bablywiUbealivdydebateon . even the most C.oDtroverslal the limits of their authority. -
Commission recommended that Thirdly; the CommissioD the Hill in'the next year about, regulatory questrons (for ,', " ._'
the "Little Old Lady of Pennsyl_contributed to its Own problems. whether major restructuring is ,in example. a' complaiDt was issued All told. the FTC is entering an
vania Avenue" either be radically A Dumber of cases';ud iDvesti- order. BroadcoDgressioDal in B.A.T.IDdustiies. a potential uncertain time. Through careful .
. reformed or abolished. Newgations Were initiated without' oversightihearings ·of. the competition case) __But it will internal management. the FTC -.
leadership. at the Commission .. adequate attention to theory. and Commis1sion's antitrust" and launch those efforts only after a must consolidate its goal in"
fueled a spirited period of ac- a few rule proposals fell apart consumer- protection missions are rigorous reView of theory and response to public concerns, it
tivism. ID 1974, with the Moss- UDder vigorous analysis. In, the appropriate and desirable, from proposed evidence. The Com-, must scrutinize its work carefully
Mag nus an Amendments, Commission's defense tbat was, the CommissioD's point of view. missioD of the 80's will be more; and developasoli4track record
Congress substantially iDcreased partly tlte price of imaginative Its beeD a long ,time siDce the incliDed to proceed by case than !over the Deaifuture; thereby,~
the already broadCommissioDenforcemeDt aDd activism. CommissioD'srole ,and per_ by rule, The CommissioD overdidboostiDg the morale of the public
powers. In 1977. the ageDCY's, " Further, there was a perceptioD formancein the antitrust field has it wheDit first" obtaiDed iDterest ageDCYand stealing the
chief oversight committee in the that some elemeDts of the staff beeD' reviewed and there have 'rulemakiDg authority' UDder firepower away from lesislators.
House blasted the CommissioD were out to get busiDesses they beeD.steadyaDd significaDt Moss-MagnusoD. Growing, ex- preparing for the restructuring
for "uDtlistified delay" in implc- I were iDvestigating. However. if charijes iDthe type of problems it perieDce with the rulemaking debates.
mentiDg its new broader powers. style and rhetoric were a' major now 'addresses ' (for . example, device hasshowD that it is DOt-- D 't th :-', I"
Less than three years later the, part of the problem, theD it is cODglomerate. mergers, potential' always the most appropriate" ,esp~e, e u~o~~ e ectlon, '" h h" ti'ti' d ,eDforcemeDtapproach. ' mstltutloDal cODtm'!lty IS assured
agency was assailed in CODgress, mterestmg to Dote t at c anges m compe OD cases an shared. ' ,due to the ageDCY'smdepeDdence,.
for beiDg excessively zealous,' style and a cooling of the rhetoric oligopoly" issues displaciDg Equally importaDt, the, Each Commissioner is committed
However, it' would be' very had very I!ttle impact. RobiDsoD-PatmaD and, distri-' CommissioD, in cooperation with to the ageDcy's direction as
simplistic to' describe the Com- Fourth, the' ageDcy ,.is butiOD concerDs) and the style of Congress, ought to develop witnessed by the frequeDCY of
missioD as Red Riding Hood vulDerable by its nature. The laws 'itsenforcenient (fOr example. dearer limits ODthe reach of its . unanimous votes oDthe issuance
,,', attacked by wolves as it in- it administers are vast in their resort to divestiture aDd. resti- "unfairness,", jurisdictioD, of complaiDts. Most significantly,
DoceDtlyweDded its way through 'impact and iD some iDstances tution approaches as opposed to,' Congress and the Supreme Court a new cODstituency now knows,
the regulatory forest. Another short OD specifics. Its structure, excIusiye reliaDce on cease and reco~nized that il..would be im- the FTC from its enemies. Despite
diagDosis suggests that the prosecutor and judge. advocate desist orders). Also, pOSSIbleto defiDe. m advance, all thebruisiDg battle of the past
, Commission was out of cODtrol aDd policy advisor, drew much congressional review is welcome the anticompetitive and anti-year, the CommissioD today is
with. regulatory zeal. However,criticism. Commitment aDd be~u~e the Commission has a CODsumer practices that might more visible and more credible, -
careful examiDatioD. of the vigorous advocacy are builtiDto good story to tell.' arise, aDd therefore SectioD S of Certainly the FTC iSDo longer the
agency's receDt activities, shows the agency's mandate. YetuDwise There' are 'changes already the FTC ,Act was "deliberately "Little Old Lady of Pennsylvania
little support for this diagnosis.' and uDfair results follow if the under way at the CommissioD. No framed 10 general terms. Avenue/~lt relJlains to be seeD,
,What actually happeDed? ' ,ageDcy becomes too evanselical: doubt that" the aDticipated However. many people are legiti-, however, if cODtroversywill on~
Most significantly, public atti- Of course, no ODefactor explaiDs cODgressioDal restructuring' mately concerned that the term is agaiD" breed success 'for the
tudes toward regulation changed. the iDteDsity oLthe attackoD the debates have accelerat~ these so v~gue as to be useless iD Federal Trade CommissioD.
":-".;
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